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In this paper, we report results of our investigation on the effect of quantum dot (QD)
geometry on desirable properties of a dot-in-a-well (DWELL) structure. Our simulation
results reveal that QD geometry plays a key role in tuning the electronic properties
of DWELL structure and can be employed as a designing tool. The structure under
investigation consists of an InAs QD confined in an InGaAs well of size ∼12.3 nm which
in turn is sandwiched in a GaAs bulk. Using the path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC)
method, we calculate the electronic properties of DWELL structure for QDs of spherical,
ellipsoidal, and conical shapes. We demonstrate the dependence of the electron energy
on QD geometry. We show that although the stronger confinement within the conical
quantum dot (CQD) forces its maximum capacity (Nmax) to be smaller than those of the
spherical quantum dot (SQD) and ellipsoidal quantum dot (EQD), the overall maximum
capacity of a DWELL with conical dot (CDWELL) is larger than those of the DWELLs

with spherical and ellipsoidal dots (SDWELL and EDWELL). Moreover, we show that
the electron distribution within the structure is a strong function of the QD geometry
inside the well.
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1. Introduction

Quantum dots (QDs) are three-dimensional (3D) electronic systems confined in

strong attractive potentials similar to the nucleus of atoms.1 Such confining po-

tentials are responsible for atomic-like electronic properties of QDs. One may tune

properties of a QD, by tailoring its confining potential. In this regard, a QD can be

viewed as an artificial atom.

Tunable electronic properties of QD structures as well as their wide variety of

applications in electronics and optoelectronics have made them of great interest

to both theoretical and experimental research groups. For example, Reimann and

Manninen2 have already presented an extensive review on electronic structure of

QDs.

QDs have discrete energy levels with large density of states desirable for high

performance optoelectronic devices. Krishna3 and Amtout et al.4 have already re-

ported theoretical and experimental results on photodetectors made of InAs QDs

embedded in an InGaAs quantum well (QW). These detectors represent a hybrid

between a QD detector and a QW detector. Confining potentials in such structures

which are responsible for the device behavior are influenced by both QW and QD

material compositions and geometries. Although, the effects of the QD material

composition and geometry on its electronic properties have already been studied

extensively,5–14 similar reports on dot-in-a-well (DWELL) are limited to those of

Refs. 3 and 4, in which the QD shape effect has not been investigated. In the case

of DWELL, electronic properties of QD are modified in the influence of the well

confinement. Moreover, QD shape not only affects electronic structure of QD but

also alters effective well confinement and consequently electronic properties of the

whole DWELL structure. So, there is a mutual relation between QD and QW. In

this paper, we have considered the QD geometry as a tool for designing DWELL

electronic structures. Using the path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) method,15–17

we have studied the electronic properties of InAs/InGaAs/GaAs spherical dot-in-

a-well (SDWELL), ellipsoidal dot-in-a-well (EDWELL), and conical dot-in-a-well

(CDWELL) structures. Spherical, ellipsoidal, and conical QDs in InAs/GaAs mate-

rial composition have been reported earlier,18–24 hence we select these QD shapes

for our investigation. To compare the electronic properties of these structures, the

dots volume and the wells width for all three DWELLs are taken to be the same.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we present a Hamilto-

nian model for SDWELL, EDWELL, and CDWELL, each containing N electrons

interacting with each other. Section 3 describes DWELL structure geometry and

simulation method. In Sec. 4, we present the results and discussions. Finally, we

close this paper by conclusion, in Sec. 5.

2. Modeling DWELL Structures

A DWELL configuration is a many-body system containing N electrons, those

Hamiltonian is modeled by summation over Hamiltonians of N electrons in the
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confining potential plus the effects of the columbic interactions among the

electrons,17

Ĥ =
N
∑

i=1

[

−
~
2

2m∗
∇2

i + V (ri)

]

+
N
∑

j<i

e2

4πεrε0 |ri − rj |
. (1)

wherem∗ is the electron effective mass, ri = (xi, yi, zi) is the position of ith electron,

~ = h/2π is the reduced Planck constant, e is the electronic charge, εr is the

relative material dielectric constant, ε0 is the free space dielectric constant, |ri −

rj | is the spatial distance between ith and jth electrons and V (ri) = VD(ri) +

VW (ri) is the total confining potential; where VD(ri), and VW (ri) are dot and well-

confining potentials, respectively, seen by the ith electron. The first summation in

Eq. (1) represents the kinetic and potential energies of the system, while the second

summation corresponds to the electron–electron (e–e) interactions. The effect of

such a repulsive potential, contrary to that of the total confining potential, is to

spread the electrons through out the dot.

In this simulation, we have considered a QW with a z-directed confining

potential

VW (ri) = aw[1− exp(−bwz
2cw
i )] , (2)

where aw is the well height defined by the conduction band discontinuity (∆EC)

existing between the well and the bulk materials, and bw and cw are positive

constants, representing the well parameters that tune the well width and slope,

respectively. In the present work, we have chosen cw = 4 which results in a nearly

square-shaped potential.

Confining potentials of various profiles have already been used for describing

quantum dots of various shapes.5–14,25,26 In many cases, however, the maximum

potential at the dot boundary is considered to be equal to the band discontinu-

ity, ∆EC , between the dot and the surrounding materials.25,26 In our model, an

ellipsoidal QD (EQD) is defined by

VEQD(ri) =
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where ad, bd, and cd are positive constants, ω0 is the oscillation frequency and Γ

is a correction factor for tuning QD size. To obtain the confining potential for a

spherical QD (SQD), however, one should set ad = bd = cd in Eq. (3), which results

in

VSQD(ri) =
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, (4)

where r2i = (x2
i + y2i + z2i ).
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The confining potential for a conical QD (CQD) is

VCQD(ri) =
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where ad, bd, c
+
d , c

−

d , and z+0 are positive constants while z−0 is a negative constant.

Inside CQD, zi varies between z−0 and z+0 . Actually, this CQD consists of a cone

and an inverted cone, whose axes are in z-direction while their common base is in

the x–y plane. To have a circular base, one should set ad = bd. The cone vertexes

are defined by xi = yi = 0 and zi = z+0 , z
−

0 with maximum potential. Satisfying

continuity condition at cone vertexes; i.e. VCQD(0, 0, z
−

0 ) = VCQD(0, 0, z
+
0 ) = ∆EC ,

leads to

c+d
c−d

=

(

z−0
z+0

)2

. (6)

3. DWELL Structure Geometry and Simulation Method

Figure 1 illustrates 3D schematics of the example SDWELL, EDWELL, and

CDWELL structures as well as their respective confining potentials.

All three DWELL structures are made of same materials, with an InAs QD in-

side a GaAs/In0.15Ga0.85As/GaAs square QW of 12.3 nm wide, embedded in a cubic

GaAs of volume (18.6 nm).3 Using material parameters given in Table 1, extracted

from Refs. 27 and 28, and assuming that ∆EC = 0.6∆Eg for both InAs/InGaAs

and GaAs/InGaAs, the dot and well maximum confining potentials, respectively,

become ∆ECD = 547.2 meV and ∆ECW = 97.2 meV.

For the sake of simplicity we have normalized energies and lengths by ~ω0 =

10 meV and ℓ0 = (~/m∗

Dω0)
1/2 = 18.6 nm, respectively. Performing such normal-

ization, the Hamiltonian operator of Eq. (1) reduces to

Ĥ =

N
∑

i=1

[

−
1

2
∇2

i +
m∗

m∗

D

V (ri)

]

+

N
∑

j<i

Λ

|ri − rj |
, (7)

where m∗

D is the electron effective mass in the dot, Λ = ℓ0/a
∗

B is a dimensionless

parameter known as the coupling constant, that describes e–e interaction, and a∗B =

(e2m∗)/(4πεrε0~
2) is the material effective Bohr radius.1 Constants a∗B and Λ are

both material dependent, whose values for InAs, GaAs, and In0.15Ga0.85As are

given in Table 1.

We calculate desirable properties of DWELL structure using 3N dimensional

Hamiltonian model of Eq. (7). Path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) method is a
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(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematics of structures for (a) SDWELL, (b) EDWELL, (c) CDWELL
and their corresponding confining potentials illustrated in (d), (e), and (f), respectively. The
confining potentials are shown for x–z plane, at y = 0, with their minima are all at origin, i.e.
x = y = z = 0.

powerful Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) technique for simulation of many-body

interacting systems. It is based on density matrix calculation and isomorphism the-

orem that maps a quantum particle to a ring of classical particles. It describes

low temperature (quantum particle) density matrix in terms of a product of high
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Table 1. Material parameters for InAs, GaAs, and In0.15Ga0.85As extracted from Refs. 27

and 28.

Material

Parameter Symbol InAs GaAs In0.15Ga0.85As Unit

Band gap (at T = 300 K) 0.36 1.425 1.264 eV

Band gap (at T = 77 K)
Eg

0.438 1.512 1.350 eV

∆Eg/∆T −0.35 −0.39 −0.384 meV

Electron effective mass m∗ 0.022 0.066 0.060 —

Relative dielectric constant εr 15.1 13.2 13.5 —

Effective Bohr radius a∗B 36.3 10.5 11.9 nm

Coupling constanta Λ 0.51 1.76 1.56 —

aCalculated for each material.

temperature (classical particle) density matrices.16,17 We apply this simulation

method for its capability to consider e–e interactions directly and to solve many

dimensional problem with less approximations.

We employ the simple case of distinguishable particles to avoid computational

complexity; however, we calculate e–e interactions for different materials accurately.

Common PIMC algorithms utilize an average value for effective mass and dielec-

tric constant in heterostructures of different materials. We improve the algorithm

to include material dependent parameters instead of using constant approximate

average values. In our algorithm, material parameters of Eq. (7) change according

to the place of particles (electrons). Therefore, during the simulation, while an elec-

tron cross the boundary between different materials, its effective mass and coupling

constant alter according to Table 1. Moreover, to have fixed number of electrons,

when electron cross simulation box boundary from one side, it is replaced by an-

other electron from the other side. Using Li–Broughton action and virial energy

estimator,15 our algorithm converges with timestep 0.03 (meV)−1 at T = 77 K.

4. Results and Discussions

Using the PIMC method and Hamiltonian model of Eq. (7), we have simulated

three DWELL structures of Fig. 1 at T = 77 K. In this simulation, we have used

a normalization volume of V0 = (4πR3
0/3) that corresponds to an SQD of radius

R0 = 2.4 nm, as a reference QD size for comparing results obtained from QDs of

various geometries.

First, we examine the strength of confining potentials experienced by electrons

within three different DWELLs of Fig. 1. Figure 2 illustrates the total energy, ET ,

potential energy, PE, and kinetic energy, KE, (all per electron) versus the number

of electrons, N , for the three DWELL structures, having QDs of the same size V0.

This figure demonstrates that ET and PE, for all three DWELL structures, are

increasing functions of N . This is due to the fact that by increasing the number

of electrons, the e–e repulsive interaction is enhanced and forces the electrons to
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2. Variations of (a) ET , (b) PE, and (c) KE, for three DWELL structures all with QDs of
the same size V0, in terms of number of electrons, N .

spread out within the structure residing in higher energy levels. Kinetic energy

also increases by N , first, whilst electrons are inside the dot. It, however, starts to

decrease beyond a maximum value for N (i.e. N > Nmax). In fact, Nmax determines

the dot capacity, beyond which at least one electron moves out of the dot into the

surrounding well, with smaller confining potential.

Furthermore, we observe that for N > 5, PE for the CDWELL is at least 20%

larger than that for both SDWELL and EDWELL. In fact, this is due to stronger

electron confinement in CQD that raises the electron energy. Energy increment is

in the form of potential and strong confinement in CQD resisting against electron

movement; hence, resulting in lowest KE for CDWELL among the three structures

under consideration. We can also see that PE for SDWELL is only slightly more

than that for the example EDWELL — at most 5%. It is due to 3D symmetry

of confining potential in SQD that confines electrons in all three directions in the

same manner; while the 2D symmetry of confining potential in the example EQD

confines electrons in the x–y plane less than that it does in the z direction. The

overall confinement by the example EQD is, however, less than that of SQD. Hence
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Fig. 3. Probabilities of electron moving out from SQD, EQD, and CQD into the surrounding
QW, as function of N . All QDs have the same volume V0.

SDWELL has stronger overall confinement and consequently higher energy in both

potential and kinetic forms, in comparison to the example EDWELL. Although

strong confinement tends to limit electron movement, in general, inherent symmetry

of SQD eases the electron movement in SDWELL, resulting in a higher KE than

EDWELL.

To find the maximum electron capacity (Nmax) for each of the three aforemen-

tioned QDs, then, we have calculated the probability of electrons being forced out

of each QD, into the surrounding QW as a function of N . Figure 3 compares such

probabilities for three QDs of the same size V0. To our expectation, Fig. 3 shows

that as the number of electrons in each QD increases, the probability of an electron

moving from the dot into the surrounding QW with a weaker confining potential

increases. Such an increase, however, varies with the QD shape. As seen in this

figure, the stronger the confining potential the higher is the probability of electron

moving out of the dot. Hence, probability of electrons moving outside CQD is larger

than the probabilities for EQD and SQD of the same size.

Table 2 shows Nmax and its corresponding total energy (ET ) and potential

energy for DWELL structure with SQD, EQD, and CQD of volume V0, 2V0, and

3V0. For all QD shapes by enlarging the dot, Nmax increases while corresponding

potential energy percentage decreases. Therefore, in large QDs electrons need more

kinetic energy for coming out of quantum dot. As expected, CQD has smaller Nmax

and confines fewer electrons. Electron confinement in CQD is strong even in large

sizes. This leads to high energy electrons and therefore small Nmax.

Next, we have examined the dependence of the total energy (ET ) per electron for

each of the three aforementioned DWELLs on the corresponding QD size, normal-

ized to V0, with N as varying parameter. In each case, ET s are compared with those

of similar QDs embedded in In0.15Ga0.85As bulks, in absence of QWs. Number of

electrons are chosen such that the number of electrons outside the QD of size V0 is

0, 1, 2, or 3. The corresponding Ns for such a CQD are 3, 7, 8, and 9, respectively.

These numbers, for an equal size EQD/SQD are 4, 11, 13, and 15, respectively.
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Table 2. Maximum number of QD confined electrons (Nmax) and their re-
lated energies for SDWELL, EDWELL, and CDWELL of various QD sizes.

QD Type Volume Nmax ET (meV) PE (meV) PE/ET (%)

SQD V0 10 357.8 200.1 55.93

SQD 2V0 15 397.9 212.3 53.36

SQD 3V0 20 436.0 229.2 52.56

EQD V0 10 336.7 190.8 56.68

EQD 2V0 15 366.7 198.6 54.15

EQD 3V0 20 394.5 210.3 53.29

CQD V0 6 272.1 175.5 64.50

CQD 2V0 7 269.2 164.5 61.11

CQD 3V0 8 275.7 166.8 60.52

To our expectation, Fig. 4 demonstrates that by increasing QD size, in each case,

confining effect becomes weaker and hence the total energy decreases. Furthermore,

we can observe that the presence of QW increases the confinement and enhances the

total energy as a consequence. Such an effect becomes negligible in extreme cases in

which either number of electrons is small or the size of QD is large, enough to make

the probability of electrons moving outside the QD negligible. On the other hand,

when either the number of electrons are large or the size of QD is small enough

to make the aforementioned probability countable, presence of QW enhances the

confining and hence the total energy. Comparison of the three cases, shown in Fig. 4,

reveals that while the presence of QW in a CDWELL with a QD of volume V ≤ 3V0

containing N ≥ 7 electrons becomes effective, for other two structures this effect

becomes pronounced for a QD of volume V0 containing N ≥ 11 electrons or volume

2V0 containing N ≥ 15 electrons.

The total energy of a DWELL system containing N electrons, U(N) = ET ·N ,

increases by adding an electron to it. The minimum energy for adding the Nth

electron to the system, µ(N), is called electrochemical potential or electron energy

level and defined as11,29

µ(N) = U(N)− U(N − 1) . (8)

Figure 5 illustrates the electrochemical potential of CDWELL, EDWELL, and

SDWELL structures. As shown in the figure, in general, µ(N) increases by N .

Its value exceeds the confining potential (∆ECD = 547.2 meV) when number of

electrons exceeds N = 8 for CQD, N = 10 for SQD, and N = 12 for EQD.

Energy levels below the confining potential (i.e. µ < ∆ECD ) correspond to the

electrons inside QD, while higher energy levels correspond to the electrons outside

the dot, within the surrounding well. As can be seen from this figure, energy levels

inside CQD are higher than their corresponding levels inside SQD which in turn

are higher than those of EQD. Outside the dot the situation alters, such that for
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Total energy per electron, ET , for (a) SDWELL, (b) EDWELL, and (c) CDWELL,
containing various numbers of electrons, as functions of dot volume normalized to V0, compared
with those of corresponding QDs in absence of QW.

large Ns confinement by SDWELL is the strongest and that of the CDWELL is the

weakest. This will be enlightened more, when we present the results on addition

energy.
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Fig. 5. Electrochemical potential for SDWELL, EDWELL, and CDWELL structures, with QDs
of volume V0.

Fig. 6. Addition energy for SDWELL, EDWELL, and CDWELL structures, with QDs of volume
V0.

Addition or capacitive energy is another parameter for evaluating electronic

properties of QD systems. It is equivalent to the energy gap between the lowest

unoccupied and highest occupied states for an N -electron QD system and can be

defined as11,29

∆A(N) = µ(N + 1)− µ(N) = U(N + 1) + U(N − 1)− 2U(N) . (9)

Figure 6 shows the addition energy for all three DWELL structures. Due to

strong confinement of CQD for N ≤ Nmax, separation between its energy levels are

large, and hence the addition energy for N ≤ Nmax is significant in the CDWELL

structure. Beyond Nmax, however, the addition energy drops, suddenly. This sud-

den drop, which can be observed for all three cases, is due to the fact that the
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confinements resulted from the 1D QWs are weaker than those of the 3D QDs.

Furthermore, one can observe that this drop in addition energy for CDWELL is

sharper than those for SDWELL and EDWELL. This is because, the QW energy

levels which accommodate the added electrons (N −Nmax) are determined by the

well effective width, which in turn is affected by the geometry of QD. From Fig. 6,

we can conclude that the well effective width in presence of CQD is larger than

those in presence of SQD and EQD, and hence the separation between energy lev-

els in the well surrounding CQD (the CDWELL addition energy for N > Nmax)

is less than those corresponding to SDWELL and EDWELL. This behavior alters

the probability of electrons remaining within the DWELL for N > Nmax, such that

the maximum capacities for SDWELL and EDWELL are both about 13, while for

CDWELL it is about 14. That is beyond these numbers, at least one electron moves

out of the corresponding DWELL structure, into the GaAs.

Confining potential, in any system, affects the electron distribution within that

structure. Such an effect is illustrated in Fig. 7 which presents the electron distri-

butions within SDWELL, EDWELL, and CDWELL structures, for N = 40. The

illustration presents 2D distributions with 3D insets. As it is evident, from these

figures, electron distribution, in each case, obeys the confining potential profile and

its symmetry. For SDWELL and EDWELL almost 50% of the electrons are dis-

tributed within the dot; while for CDWELL only 20% of the electrons are confined

inside the dot. As can be seen further, from Fig. 7(b), electrons moving out of the

EQD confining potential pile up on the top and bottom sides of the dot, in the

z-direction, inside the surrounding QW. This also can be observed from the inset.

Figure 7(c) demonstrate that most of the confined electrons distributed inside the

CQD are concentrated around the cone base, while a small portion of them dis-

tributed within the upper part of the CQD. Meanwhile, almost all of the electrons

that moved out of the CQD are distributed in the lower part of the QW, beneath the

CQD. While in the other two structures, such electrons are distributed all around

the dots.

5. Conclusion

We have reported PIMC simulation of SDWELL, EDWELL, and CDWELL struc-

tures. Such structures consist of InAs QDs with spherical, ellipsoidal, or conical

geometry of the same volume V0 = 57.9 nm3, 2V0, or 3V0, each embedded in an

In0.15Ga0.85As-QW of width ∼ 12.3 nm which in turn is sandwiched in a cubic

shape GaAs barriers of outer sides ∼ 18.6 nm. In this study, we have demonstrated

that the effect of QD geometry can be employed as a tool in tailoring confining

potential and tuning electronic properties of the DWELL structures.

By varying the QD size, while keeping size of the other elements of DWELL

structure fixed, we have studied the dependence of the electron energy on the QD

size, and observed that the total energy per electron is a decreasing function of QD

volume.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. (Color online) A 2D view of electron distribution throughout (a) SDWELL, (b) EDWELL,
and (c) CDWELL structures, for N = 40. The inset, in each case shows the 3D distribution.
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We have also calculated and compared the total, potential, and kinetic energies

per electron, electrochemical potential, and addition energy for the three DWELL

structures, with QDs of the same volume V0. Electrochemical potential and addition

energy of the sample DWELL structures demonstrate to be strongly dependent

upon the QD geometry. Furthermore, we have concluded that the well effective

width in CDWELL is larger than those of the SDWELL and EDWELL.

Finally, by simulating the effect of QD geometry on electron distribution

throughout the DWELL structures containing 40 electrons, we have observed that

electron distribution follows the dot potential profile. Within a 3D symmetric profile

such as SQD, in a SDWELL, electron distribution follows the symmetry. Distribu-

tion within the well surrounding SQD, although less concentrated, almost follows

the same symmetry. In the EDWELL, electron distribution inside the EQD with a

2D symmetry also follows its potential profile, whereas outside the dot electrons are

concentrated on the dot surface with less curvature. The distribution inside the dot

within CDWELL is shown to be concentrated near the CQD base, while outside

the dot it is concentrated more around the bottom surface with less curvature. Such

results reveal that the dot geometry can play a key role in tuning the electronic

properties of DWELL structures.
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